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Blockchain for DoN
Blockchain: Disruptive Technology?
Provides integrity for records of ordered events
Decentralized, resilient data structure: distributed ledger
Proposed uses: smart contracts, privacy & identity, artificial 
intelligence, cyber-physical systems, energy, banking, 
provenance of physical products, robotics, finance, . . . 
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Bitcon Claims
Bitcoin started Blockchain excitement 
Anonymous – cryptographic keys not IDs
Open ledger – all transactions verified
Distributed– no single point of failure
Immutable – very difficult to modify
Current Student Research
CDR Kenneth Ferguson
Initial DoN Blockchain Technology 
Selection Criteria 
ENS Brett Gentile
Case Study: Application of Blockchain
for ORCON Logging of Navy ODCs
Markus Shaw, SFS Civ
Blockchain Testbed – Criteria, Design, 
Prototype Analysis
Problem  
Blockchain Hype and Snakeoil
• Vendors & startup Blockchain bandwagon
• Claims that Blockchain can solve problems
for which the technology is unsuited
Questions to be Addressed                     
• Can DoN benefit from Blockchain Technology?
• What properties are important? 
- Resilience, availability, integrity, longevity, . . .
- Scalability, performance, resource usage, reliability, . . . 
• What criteria guide its use?
• How integrated with existing infrastructures?
